NORTHEAST
REGION HEALTH
CARE COALTION
NERHCC Recovery Programming – Coalition Expertise
Dates/Location:
May 11 Lincoln County Fairgrounds
May 12 Logan County Courthouse
th
th

The Do Tank thrusts attendees into the whirlwind of the immediate post-disaster setting. It
is within the cacophony that innovation is used to shape recovery and design solutions to
continue care-solutions that best meet the needs of the Northeast Region Healthcare
Coalition (NERHCC). Trained facilitators will guide participants through a 3-part design
process to build out specific areas and provide insight for the NERHCC Recovery Framework
within the Response Plan.

Please register here: May 11, 2022 (Lincoln County)
May 12, 2022 (Logan County)
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NERHCC DO-Tank Recovery Plan Workshop
Objective
By building solutions together for the NERHCC Recovery Framework, Do Tank participants will arrive
at innovative and novel outcomes, achieve team integration, perform a deep dive into how design
thinking applies to the NERHCC Recovery Framework within the Response Plan. Additionally, the
workshops will provide direct input, insight, and guidance from NERHCC coalition members towards
the NERHCC Recovery Framework.
Participants benefit from utilizing our design process to:
• Participate in the NERHCC Recovery Framework buildout.
• Learn a design-thinking methodology to use for future challenges.
• Continue to showcase the innovation occurring at NERHCC.
List of expertise requested. Please note, that the Do Tanks are not limited to these specific areas, and
we welcome all expertise to support the recovery build out:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hospital Leadership and Practitioners
Crisis Counseling
Emergency Management
Emergency Medical Services
Long Term Care
Behavioral Health
Epidemiologist
Public Health
Emergency Preparedness and Response Staff
Other

FACILITATORS
(Desi) Matel-Anderson has worked with communities from the Appalachia region to New York City and from a
regional Nebraska Healthcare Coalition to the Pacific Northwest. Armed with a team of design-thinkers, Desi
empowers survivors to think beyond their current predicament and disrupt the status-quo to build resilience.
Desi also runs “do-tanks” around the world, where participants “solve” for future disasters, including
earthquakes, floods, tornadoes, and windstorms. Desi shares her learnings as an expert lecturer on innovation
at Harvard, Yale, and Berkeley, to name a few. She is an Advisor to the European Emergency Management
Consortium and was appointed to the United States National Academy of Science, Engineering and Medicine.
Desi was also the first (and now former) Chief Innovation Advisor at FEMA.
Dr. Pattijean Hooper
An innovative thinker, Dr. Pattijean Hooper brings 25 years’ experience to the field or emergency management
emphasizing whole community inclusion in all aspects of the field from policy, planning, field operations, training
& exercises, and performance measures. She served on the Washington State Emergency Management
Advisory Group and the Washington State Emergency Management Council. As a local emergency manager,
Pattijean was the architect for Washington State’s first Accessible Community Emergency Response Team
(CERT) training for people with disabilities taught fully in American Sign Language (ASL). Employed by FEMA
for 14 years; she has worked with federal, tribal, state, local, and community-based organizations. As a subject
matter expert in emergency management Pattijean has lead a contract team for the federal effort to supplement
and enhance the Medical Countermeasures plan for New York City, working closely with the NYC Department
of Health and Mental Hygiene.

www.northeasthcc.org

